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Economic cycles and
crises



Poverty and misery in the
1930s



The Great Depression and
how economists got it wrong

• Irving Fisher: «Stock Prices are low», they
reached a “permanent plateau” (New York
Times, October 22, 1929)

October 24th: Black Thursday Stock market
crash

October 29th: Black Tuesday A new crash

Stocks: 64% increase between January 1928 and
September 1929, then 33% decline from
September to December

Irving Fisher
(1867-1947)



Economist,
2015Again?

New risks:

●  debt, 

●  stagnation,

●  deregulation.





Interest rates at a minimum



The snowball of debt

Source: IIF Global Debt Monitor – Julho 2018



Financiarization: profits but no accumulation

•  Structural crises
since the 1970s

•  Low profitability, but
larger than
accumulation

•

•  Expansion of finance



Profit and no investment

Source: Husson and Louçã, 2012



But this is not what theory
suggests



Robert Solow

1970

“the old notion of a business cycle is
not very interesting anymore”

1972

“today’s graduate students have never
heard of Schumpeter’s apparatus of
Kondratieffs, Juglars, Kitchins, and
would find it quaint if they had”



Paul Samuelson and Arthur Okun

Paul Samuelson: the National Bureau of
Economic Research, specialized in business
cycle analysis, had “worked out one of its jobs,
the business cycle”

(remarks at NBER conference, 50th anniversary)

Or Arthur Okun: business cycles “are now
preventable, like airplane crashes”, a threat
that is “obsolete”

(Okun, A. (1970), The Political Economy of Prosperity, Washigton, p.33)



Robert Lucas

“My thesis in this lecture is that
macroeconomics in this original
sense has succeeded: its
central problem of
depression prevention has
been solved, for all practical
purposes, and has in fact been
solved for many decades”
(2003)



The drama of Robert Lucas

Lucas 2004:

“There’s a residue of things they (the CB’s DSGE models) don’t
let us think about. They don’t let us think about the US
experience in the 1930s or about financial crises and their real
consequences in Asia and Latin America; they don’t let us think
very well about Japan in the 1990’s”

Lucas 2008:

“I’m changing my views on bank regulation every week. It
was an area I saw under control. Now I don’t believe that”



Gregory Mankiw (Harvard)

“A new consensus
has emerged
about the best way
to understand
economic
fluctuations” 



John  Cochrane (Chicago)

February 2010:

“The economy can
recover very quickly
from a credit crunch if
left on its own” – in
weeks 



Eugene Fama and the market efficiency

Eugene Fama, 2010 

“We don’t know what causes recessions. I’m not a
macroeconomist so I don’t feel bad about that! We’ve
never known. Debates go on to this day about what
caused the Great Depression. Economics is not very
good at explaining swings in economic activity. (…) If
I could have predicted the crisis, I would have. I didn’t
see it. I’d love to know more what causes business
cycles.”

Are the markets efficient? “Yes. And if it isn’t, then
it’s going to be impossible to tell.”



Theories of economic crises
and cycles



Classification of theories of cycles

• Three main types of cycles:

– Clément Juglar (1819-1905)

– Joseph Kitchin (1861-1932)

– Nikolai Kondratiev (1892-1938) 

Three types of analyses:

– Exogenous causality (Jevons)

– Impulse + propagation models (Frisch, RBC, etc)

– Endogenous dynamics (Marx, Schumpeter,
Kondratiev)



Notion of utility

Probability and inductive
logic

Applied economics:
limited resources

W Jevons (1835-1882) 



W. Jevons (1847)

“I can see no reason why the human mind, in its
own spontaneous action, should select a period of
just 10.44 years to vary in. (…) when we know
that there is a cause, the variation of the solar
activity, which is just of the nature to affect the
produce of agriculture, and which does vary in the
same period, it becomes almost certain that the
two series of phenomena, credit cycles and solar
variations, are connected as effect and cause”

1878



Marx: each 20 or 50 years?

Scrope, quoted by Marx (after indicating a period of
5 to 10 years for replacement of fixed capital):

«Capital spent on buildings, such as factories,
shops, seems not to circulate. But these instalations
are spent and the owner should reproduce them in
order to pursue his operation. This capital invsemtn
follows a rotation each 20 to 50 years.”



Léon Walras and the cycle as a stable
surface of a lake



Rocking horse



The rocking horse model
(Frisch, 1933)

propagation + impulse    E. Slutsky



Frisch 1933



An illustration of endogenous
and cumulative causality

The debate between Schumpeter
and Frisch:

Mechanical models or
superimposition of different wave

movements (and endogenous
causation)?



Frisch to Schumpeter on the
pendulum

“I think I understand now your point about
dynamics. Those things you mention: the
more or less unpredictable innovations are
those things that in my terminology would
form the substance of the impulse problem,
as distinguished from the propagation
problem. Some other time I want to write
you more fully about this.” (Frisch to
Schumpeter, 28th May 1931)



Reply by Schumpeter, June 1931

“This [the discussion of the nature of statics, ‘a problem
à la pendulum’] would be all, if data did not vary except
by influences which we could call influences “from
without” or by “growth”. But there is an agent, within the
economic world which alters data and with these the
economic process: entrepreneurial activity, which I
have elsewhere given the reasons for considering as
something sui generis. (…) 

It not only destroys existing equilibrium, but also that
circuit-like process of economic life, it makes economic
things change instead of making them recur.”



The Schumpeterian pendulum
(Frisch’s version)



Pendulum in mechanics: a clock



And what if the BC depend on
related variables?



Frisch: the three pendula by Marshall



Frisch: a non-stochastic view?

Frisch (1933, on his Schumpeter
pendulum): 

“if fully worked out, I believe that this
idea will give an interesting synthesis
between the stochastic point of view
and the point of view of rigidly
determined dynamical laws“



Schumpeter on innovations

“I am not quite satisfied by your classification of
the ‘innovations’ as part of the impulse problem
(…), because this seems to coordinate them
with events, which come from outside the
economic system such as chance gold-
discoveries. The problem with these is simply
to discover the reaction of the economic system
on them. (…) Now as I look at it, any
innovations are something different to
impulses in this sense. They come from
inside.” 



Nikolai Kondratiev (1892-1938)

• Statistical analysis
and detection of long
waves

• The Russian debate
on the statistical
methods and types
of explanation





The four long waves



Long waves and “exogenous”
factors





The mismatch between TEP
and SIF

• Chris Freeman (1911-2010)

• University of Sussex and
Maastricht, founder of SPRU
(Sussex)



Freeman-Perez: the techno-economic
paradigm

• Radical innovations

• The “key factor”: cheap, accessible and
flexible

• A propulsion sector: e.g. textiles, railways,
electricity, automobile, chemical,
information and telecommunication

• An Infra-structure of transport and
communication



Techno Economic paradigms







Socio-institutional framework

• Income distribution

• Social contract and regime of production

• Social relations in production and
distribution: education, professional
training, social groups, trade unions and
associations, forms of organization and
conflict



11/13/19



 “Endogenous” or “exogenous” change?

“endogenous” turn

“exogenous” turn



Freeman-Perez: a summary





Or no cycles at all?



What is “modern macro”?
The New Consensus

• NC macro (RBC) + New Keynesian macro
– RBC: technological shocks and fluctuations of

Y
– NK: nominal rigidities (prices and wages)

• Synthesis:

1 intertemporal optimization with rational agents

2 imperfect competition with costly price
adjustments

3 DSGE, dynamic stochastic general equilibrium



Mechanics (Lucas)

“One exhibits understanding of
business cycles by constructing a
model in the most literal sense: a fully
articulated, artificial economy which
behaves through time so as to imitate
closely the time series behavior of
actual economies”. (Lucas 1977)



Lucas: toy economies

“On this general view of the nature of economic
theory then, a ‘theory’ is not a collection of
assertions about the behavior of the actual
economy but rather an explicit set of instructions
for building a parallel or analogue system—a
mechanical, imitation economy. A ‘good’ model,
from this point of view, will not be exactly more
‘real’ than a poor one, but will provide better
imitations”. (Lucas 1980, 697)



A mechanical economy: RBC, the
dominant view in business cycles

analysis

The RBC models represent a stationary process
around a stochastic trend. 

The shocks are thus considered as real and
persistent on the supply side; long-run
“innovations” of the trend affect the short-run
cyclical behavior of the system.



RBC: more Slutsky than Frisch

“In contrast with modern business cycle theory, he
[Frisch] emphasized damped oscillatory behavior”
(Kydland and Prescott 1990), defining equilibrium as
a system of rest. Moreover, in Frisch’s model there is
neither individual maximization nor a
representative agent.

By contrast, Slutsky proposed “an entirely different
way of generating cycles” as the sum of random
causes.
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